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2014 MESSAGE
FROM THE CHAIR

2014 has thrown up many new challenges and
opportunities in the world of design in Australia.
Object’s performance in this time has been
extraordinary, demonstrating the commitment of the
Object team to the mission of supporting Australian
designers and bringing design into all of our lives.
In 2015 Object will celebrate its 50th Anniversary. This
year has seen a lot of preparation and planning going
into events as well as strategically thinking through the
changing role of design in our lives 50 years after Object
first opened its doors. 2014 has seen plans develop
for our new home on William Street, in Darlinghurst,
in collaboration with Those Architects. This work on
physical infrastructure has also coincided with work
done towards a rebrand. I’d like to especially thank
Interbrand for their work which is already delivering
strategic insights for the organisation. We also prepare
to say goodbye to our home for the last decade at St.
Margaret’s in Surry Hills and start the next 50 years of
Object with a renewed focus in a new environment.
Despite the challenges that 2014 has thrown up, Object:
Australian Design Centre continues to develop ground
breaking programs, building momentum especially in
the area of design education. This feeds into the digital,
touring, and research and development programs which
have continued to inspire audiences across Australia.
All of this has been made possible with the support
of Object’s major sponsors and partners. It is with
our deep appreciation that I’d like to acknowledge
the Australia Council for the Arts, and Arts NSW
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as our major government funding partners. Also
the Gordon Darling Foundation and corporate
partners BCG Digital Ventures, Interbrand,
International Art Services, Lend Lease and
ThinkTime who have been so generous this year.
I’d also like to thank fellow board members and in
particular acknowledge Peter Poulet, for his work
with the board before stepping down this year, and
welcome two new members, Damien Borchok and
Jordan Nguyen, who bring to the board their valuable
experience in identity marketing and design and
technology. Welcome back to the board Diana D’Ambra
who will once again guide our finance committee.
Central to the success of Object is the passion and
commitment of the entire staff. In particular, the
amazing energies and strategic vision of Director
Steve Pozel. I’d also like to welcome the new
head of Programs Claire McCaughan who has
already injected a wonderful sense of energy into
the organisation, and acknowledge all the staff in
the work that has been done in this busy year.
Once again this year, I’d like to mostly thank all
the Australian artists and designers who work with
us, and who contribute so much to our Australian
way of life. Object is here to support your efforts,
our success is reflected through yours.

Anthony Burke
Chair
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2014 rounded out 50 years of creative programing
and public engagement by the organisation we
know today as Object: Australian Design Centre.
Over these years, we’ve played a vital role in
championing making and design. In the last
three years alone, we have exhibited well beyond
a thousand makers and designers at over 40
venues across Australia. Our extraordinary online
reach compliments this, where Object’s creative
programs and publishing activities have been
downloaded in 85 countries around the world.
Part of our 50th anniversary celebration includes
a sensational new home situated within the
William Street Creative Hub, at 101 William Street,
Darlinghurst. We’ve spent much of 2014 working
to make this major endeavor a reality for 2015.
The City of Sydney came on board as a generous
partner by offering this highly visible ground floor
space that will double our footprint, allowing us to
extend the range of creative programs and capacity
to engage audiences. It will be a multi-purpose space
that will function as a gallery, a creative workspace
and a live workshop with additional spaces to run our
highly innovative and successful children’s programs.
Using a ‘storefront model’, we briefed a selection of
architects, with Those Architects chosen for offering
a proposal most in line with our philosophy and
approach to creative spaces. We hope you will join
us in 2015 to see the work achieved through the
determination, passion and sheer energy of the many
individuals who participated to realise this project.
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During 2014, we curated and celebrated outstanding
Australian making and design in so many wonderful
ways. Object’s program throughout 2014 welcomed
new collaborations and partnerships that provided
engaging experiences for our audiences. New Weave:
Contemporary Approaches to the Traditions of
Weaving pushed the boundaries of the woven form, as
well as letting us showcase a selection of the twenty
Indigenous artists we presented at the Museum of
the 21st Century, in Japan, just months before.
This was closely followed by one of our most multilayered and ambitious exhibitions for 2014, Resolved:
Journeys in Australian Design. We produced this
exhibition as a means to highlight the ten-year legacy
of Sydney based Workshopped in their support
and cultivation of designers from across Australia.
This significant exhibition and wonderfully layered
digital program will now be seen for several years
as the exhibition tours extensively across Australia.
Designers and makers will follow the show into
regional communities and engage in hands-on
workshops to further the understanding of process
and develop the skills of those excited about their
own participation in the creative process.
CUSP: Designing into the Next Decade, Object’s
major creative program launched in 2013, began
a national tour starting in Adelaide and finishing in
Brisbane in 2014. This highly acclaimed exhibition
was also presented at the Western Plains Cultural
Centre, one of our most engaged and collaborative
NSW partners, as well at The Glasshouse in Port
Macquarie, who have become one of our newest and
most exciting partners to begin a relationship with.
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Collaboration with Design Bombing turned the
gallery into a laboratory of ideas with a talk series
and community brainstorm space for many weeks
over winter. With a new and larger space on William
Street in development, this project allowed us to
test and prod the notion of an “ideas space” and
confirmed demand through the enormous audiences
that appeared from night to night during the run
of this exciting and transformative program.
The ‘jewel’ of our exhibition program in 2014, Lola
Greeno: Cultural Jewels, showcased new work of
one of Australia’s most prominent Indigenous artists
who became the eighth participant in our Living
Treasures: Masters of Australian Craft series.
Object’s acclaimed learning program for children
has emphasised how ‘design thinking’ is such a
necessary and critical intervention into the current
education system. It has taught design skills to
children through both exhibition visits and through
our in-schools program, Design Emergency. 2014
saw Design Emergency reach schools all over
Australia as part of several touring programs.
Object’s digital activity continued to help amplify
the voice of designers, and to secure its digital
future, we conducted an evaluation of our current
digital framework and alignment with the ongoing
brand transformation project to see digital play
a pivotal role through to 2020 and beyond.

me, as collaborator and partner in her critical
role of Associate Director, for over thirteen
years. At the same time, I’d also like to welcome
Claire McCaughan as the new Head of Creative
Programs, joining us at the beginning of 2014.
I am also very grateful for the leadership and support
that the Board has provided throughout the year. They
are one of the most engaged and strategic groups that
I have had the opportunity to work with over the years.
I would like to acknowledge and thank two Board
Members who stepped down in 2014, Chris Bosse
and Peter Poulet, for their enormous contribution.
I am also grateful to Anthony Burke, who I have
enjoyed working with as Board Chair. He has
demonstrated extraordinary leadership through the
past years as we faced both challenges, as well as
some truly exciting opportunities. I am extremely
thankful for his solid advice and counsel.
It has been a wonderful year for Object
and we look forward to celebrating our
50th Anniversary with you in 2015.
Steve Pozel
Director

Of course, all of this would not be possible without
the dedicated team here at Object. Their passion
and dedication is extraordinary. I’d especially like
to acknowledge Louise Ingram who worked with
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2014 MESSAGE FROM
HEAD OF PROGRAMS

I had watched Object for many years as an architect
and I had always been interested in the way the
organisation was more than a gallery, in the way
I was interested in architecture being more than
buildings. Just over 12 months ago, Object took
me out of a field I knew instinctively, and threw
me into an exciting environment, where I am now
able to work in creative ideas, using all my previous
experience in audience perspectives. The continual
and innovative evolution of Object also resonated with
my personal design practice, where I constantly push
the edges of design practice, theory and learning.

Image credit: Object:
Australian Design Centre

Commencing at Object in March 2014, with the
launch of Resolved: Journeys in Australian Design
was a brilliant introduction to the ambition of the
organisation. From digital publishing, to learning
outreach and creative advocacy, throughout
2014 I became aware of the value and impact
our national reach has for Australian design.
Our national influence in early 2014 was nested
in Queensland and South Australia, where the
Gladstone Regional Art Gallery and Museum and
the Noosa Regional Gallery hosted Hyperclay:
Contemporary Ceramics, while simultaneously,
CUSP: Designing into the Next Decade commenced
its national tour at JamFactory in Adelaide. Back in
Sydney we launched New Weave: Contemporary
Approaches to the Traditions of Weaving, a beautifully
subtle nudge at the boundaries of woven form,
highlighted by a live discussion between Lorraine
Connelly-Northey and Jonathan Jones.
The second quarter of 2014 was my first opportunity
to experience the appetite for design exhibitions in
regional Australia. Alongside CUSP at Western Plains
Cultural Centre (Dubbo), I joined Design Emergency,
our learning outreach program, and explored design
challenges in local schools. Continuing this focus
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on design processes – in Sydney, we launched
Resolved, a captivating story around confronting
challenges of the Australian design industry, working
with manufacturers, and dealing with success and
failure. One of my favourite public events for this
program was Designers Den, held at the Museum
of Contemporary Art where Sydney’s leading design
graduates pitched their products and prototypes
to design industry ‘dragons’. It was a unique
opportunity for Australia’s emerging designers,
and a program we’ll be continuing into 2015.
I’m a huge believer that many hands make light
work, so I was delighted that the second half of
2014, was packed with meaningful partnerships
for Object. Our ambition is not always equal to
our resources, and equally dedicated partners
only heighten experiences for our audience. As
Hyperclay moved to Queen Victoria Museum
and Art Gallery in Launceston, a strong friend
to Object, CUSP across to The Glasshouse, Port
Macquarie, a treasured new friend, and an anchor
for creativity in mid-north coast of NSW. These
regional partners are critical to our ongoing touring
success and we look forward to sharing innovative
Australian design with them in 2015 and beyond.
In July, we partnered with Idea Bombing Sydney to
launch an ideas exchange, which created a physical
reality for ideas generated by hundreds of 18-25
year olds living in Sydney. To capture the creative
energy present in Sydney Design 2014 in August,
we broadcasted live daily interviews with designers
and artists on local FBi Radio. We found a new
collaborator in the State Library of Queensland
when they presented and promoted CUSP and we
loved contributing to their childrens design thinking
program, Design Minds. Perhaps our strongest
partnerships were evident in the production of Lola
Greeno: Cultural Jewels, which was launched in

Launceston at Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery
and we debuted to Sydney audiences in September.
Lola Greeno is of one of Australia’s most prominent
Indigenous artists and it was a privilege to share her
work with our audiences. Listening to Lola’s stories
of collecting, sifting and arranging shells for intricate
necklaces, I witnessed the young and old mesmerised
by her skill.
The final quarter of 2014 was our farewell to the
gallery at Surry Hills, but not before hosting Wood:
Art, Design, Architecture, a compelling exhibition from
JamFactory. The final exhibition hosted at Surry Hills
was Entropy by UTS student, Sarah Canavan. This onenight-only immersive installation was a fascinating
exploration of time, and a fitting insight into Object’s
journey toward our 50th anniversary in 2015.
Alongside planning for the opening of our new space
in Darlinghurst, we were planning the launch of three
exciting programs in 2015. Australian Design Honours
is a hand-picked selection of Australian designers,
thinkers and makers who are true innovators within
the industry and its such a pleasure to work closely
with these leaders. Shapeshifters and Future Nature
were also critical programs in development with key
partners Western Plains Cultural Centre and Australian
Museum respectively. After over 12 months with
Object, it was a pleasure to learn of these valued
partnerships the organisation has held for many years.

Claire McCaughan
Head of Programs
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2014
Alana Clifton Cunningham in
New Weave
image credit: Erika Raxworthy

EXHIBITIONS

New Weave
6 February – 29 March 2014
New Weave: Contemporary Approaches to the
Traditions of Weaving pushed the boundaries
of the woven form by focusing on artists and
designers who are re-appropriated traditional
weaving techniques to create intricate and striking
wearables, objects and installations. From the
sculptural fibre vessels of Lorraine Connelly-Northey
to Jenni Kemarre Martiniello’s work in glass, to
other works in wood, textiles and paper, weaving
leapt off the loom and into the future. It featured
the works of: Alana Clifton-Cunningham, Lorraine
Connelly-Northey, Edward Linacre, Jenni Kemarre
Martiniello, Rachel Park and from Courtesy of the
Artist, Pennie Jagiello and Bin Dixon Ward.
Public Programs accompanied the exhibition with
Jonathan Jones In Conversation With Lorraine
Connelly-Northey becoming one of Object’s most
popular downloadable talks. Parramatta Weave
hosted a weaving workshop with Alana CliftonCunningham and Lorraine Connelly Northey. Alana
Clifton-Cunningham also delivered an artist talk and
knitting machine demonstration in Object’s Project
Space. Pennie Jagiello conducted her Message
In A Bottle workshop to a great response.
Curators
-- Lisa Cahill, CEO of Australian Design Alliance
-- Carrie Mulford: Special Projects Coordinator,
Object: Australian Design Centre
Partners
-- Parramatta Weave

Lorraine Connelly-Northey, Narrbong, 2013,
Image credit: Erika Raxworthy

Resolved: Journeys in Australian Design exhibition
opening at Object Gallery, image credit: Erika Raxworthy

Resolved: Journeys in Australian Design
4 April – 22 June 2014
Object launched Resolved: Journeys in Australian
Design, featuring compelling works by 12 designers
from the highly acclaimed Workshopped series
of exhibitions held in Sydney. Featured designers
included Adam Cornish, Adam Goodrum,
Alex Gilmour, Ben McCarthy, Bic Tieu, Chris
Hardy, Fukutoshi, Gary Galego, Kate Stokes,
MarcHarrison, Matt Conway and Zoë MacDonell.
The exhibition and creative program explores the
designer’s journey, allowing the audience to experience
the process of design. The exhibition brings to life
the stories that a completed product does not reveal
– the false starts, re-starts, and triumphs big and
small that designers encounter when they decide to
design a product and bring it to market. A series of
micro-documentaries explore the process of each
designer - from a quick sketch or a concept, partially
rendered on a computer screen to a ‘resolved’
product, highlighting the determination, ingenuity
and a willingness to experiment of each designer.

As part of VIVID 2014, Object hosted gameshow
Designers Den at the Museum of Contemporary Art.
This event is a platform for emerging designers to take
their work to the next level in the marketplace. Adam
Goodrum was part of an industry panel, providing
invaluable feedback to emerging designers. Other
panelists included Murray Hunter (Design + Industry),
Damian Borchok (Interbrand), Amanda Talbot (Design
Residency), Terri Winter (Top3by Design). The event was
hosted by comedian Mark Humphries (The Roast ABC).
Curator:
-- Annette Mauer, Head of Learning,
Object: Australian Design Centre
Partners:
-- Kink Studio
-- Stephen Goddard, Projecttwo

Alongside the exhibition, a host of public
programs celebrated the homegrown talent of the
participating designers. Matt Conway and Marc
Harrison held a conversation with Kathryn Hunyor
exploring quintessential Australian design culture.
Zoe MacDonell and Bic Tieu hosted mixed media
workshops, allowing participants to engage with
the designers practice in a hands on manner.
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2014
EXHIBITIONS

Idea Bombing

Audio Design Museum

5 July – 23 August 2014

16-24 August 2014

Idea Bombing Sydney: The Gallery Edition gave
audiences the opportunity to stop, listen and think.
Part meet-up, popup bar, talk series and community
brainstorm, we partnered with Idea Bombing Sydney
to uncover ideas, ultimately aiming to seed our city
with creativity to grow new types of spaces and
places. The gallery space hosted ‘ideas made real’ by
designers Tracey Deep, Cecilia Humphrey, Will Coles,
Art Pharmacy and Off the Record Productions.

During Sydney Design 2014, Object broadcast daily
design led conversations on FBi Radio entitled Audio
Design Museum. We did away with the concept of
a conventional design museum and captured and
broadcast the creativity within the Sydney Design
program. Converting Sydneysiders to storytellers.
Audio Design Museum created a live city-wide design
conversation spanning from 3D printing to wearable
tech with Michaela Davies, Tom Uglow (Google
Creative Lab), Ben Moir (Snepo Research and Wearable
Experiments), Anna Lise de Lorenzo and Bronwyn
Ferguson, (66 Meetups), DJ Spooky, Dr Miles Parks
(UNSW Built Environment),Dr Brandon Gien (Good
Design Australia), Jess Erhart ,Jess Hamilton (UNSW
Art & Design) and John O’Callaghan (Idea Bombing).

Idea Bombing Sydney front man, John O’Callaghan,
led a series of discussions including: Idea Bombs to
Reality: ‘what happens in cultural spaces of the future?,
between Kym Lenoble (MCA ARTBAR), Diana Palmer
(Palmer Art Project), Juliet Rosser (Platform72) and
Alex Light (VICE); and Design and the City: How can
design improve our everyday lives? with Jonathan
Knapp (SJB UrbanDesign), Liane Rossler, Tim Carr (Arup
Lighting) and Christopher Skyner (Authority Clothing).
TEDx Sydney and VIVID’S Ideas Curator Jess Scully
moderated panelists Marie-Claire Dean (Atlassian
Designer), Ben Moir (Wearable Experiments/
Snepo), and Hanno Blankenstein (BCGDV
MD) in the discussion Design as a Strategy for
Growth, with Boston Consulting Group Digital
Ventures (BCGDV) at Sydney Design 2014.

Curator:
-- Claire McCaughan, Head of Programs,
Object: Australian Design Centre
-- Su-wen Leong, Gallery & Events Coordinator,
Object: Australian Design Centre
Partners:
-- FBi Radio
-- City of Sydney

Other public programs include Idea Bombing
Kids, with the Sydney Story Factory, and Bob
Greenberg in the Hot Seat, with R/GA.
Curator:
-- Idea Bombing Sydney
Partners:
-- Art Pharmacy
-- BCGDV
-- R/GA
-- Sydney Story Factory
-- Sydney Design 2014
-- Tracey Deep
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Cecilia Humpries, The City, 2014,
Image credit: Erika Raxworthy

Will Coles, Old Skool, 2014,
Image credit: Erika Raxworthy

2014
EXHIBITIONS

Lola Greeno: Cultural Jewels
30 August – 11 October 2014
Lola Greeno: Cultural Jewels showcases the
new work of one of Australia’s most prominent
Indigenous artists and the eighth recipient
of Object: Australian Design Centre’s Living
Treasures: Masters of Australian Craft award.
Recognised as one of Australia’s most respected
Indigenous shell stringing artists, Greeno is one of only
a handful of Tasmanian Aboriginal women who still
harvest, process and thread precious shells into long,
intricately patterned necklaces. Greeno’s breathtaking
works utilise not only the delicate shells from coastal
waters, but also other natural materials such as possum
skins, casuarina nuts, feathers and quills. All are a direct
reference to cultural practices of her ancestors.
The exhibition of 60 works, combined with digital
installations, reveals how Greeno champions the
traditions and culture of the Indigenous women of
Cape Barren, Flinders Islands and northern Tasmania
and the enduring significance of their shell necklaces.
Her stunning work is highly coveted by both public
and private collectors alike in Australia and overseas.
The audience were also able to experience the
culture behind this craft, and the creative expression
of these traditions through video narrative; a
landscape narrative shot of Flinders Island and four
oral stories by Lola - accessible through object.
com.au, iTunes and Vimeo. The exhibition is
accompanied by a beautiful monograph, which,
for the first time is also available as an eBook.

Other public programs included Object hosting a
series of children’s workshops as part of the City of
Sydney’s Art & About festival whereby designer Helen
Poyser, crafted crowns with treasured materials, whilst
local illustrator Akisiew encouraged collaging and
story-telling through illustration. In late September,
tasseographer Lindel Barker-Revell provided a
different perspective to story telling, by hosting tea
leaf readings as part of the Surry Hills Festival.
This exhibition was a development partnership with the
Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery in Launceston,
where the exhibition opened ahead of it’s showing at
Object. Lola Greeno: Cultural Jewels was curated by
Object’s Sandra Brown and the exhibition was designed
by Stephen Goddard of Projecttwo. The University
of Tasmania, Faculty of Design’s School of Furniture
Design and Production, fabricated the exhibition
furniture, which was awarded a distinction award for
spatial design by the Australian Design Biennale 2014.
Curator:
-- Sandra Brown, Head of Touring,
Object: Australian Design Centre
Partners:
-- Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery
-- Stephen Goddard, Projecttwo
-- Faculty of Design’s School of Furniture Design
and Production, The University of Tasmania

Opening night was welcomed by Jannawi Dance
clan and ex-Bangarra dancer Peta Strachan, and
formally opened by Hetti Perkins and subsequent
public programs centred around story telling and
passing Indigenous knowledge between generations
and cultures. Well known journalist and broadcaster
Caroline Baum moderated a conversation with Lola
Greeno and young Indigenous textile and graphic
designer Lucy Simpson, discussing the ways in which
Indigenous cultural practice is shared and learned
across generations past, present and future. The
conversation went on to dissect how are traditions
are kept alive through preservation and conversation,
via story telling, visual narratives and skill sharing.
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Lola Greeno, Menna Necklace, 2013, Image credit: John
Leeming and Queen Victoria Museum and Art gallery.
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Wood: Art, Design, Architecture, 2014,
Image credit: Vincent Buret
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2014
EXHIBITIONS

Wood: Art, Design, Architecture
18 October – 29 November 2014
WOOD: art design architecture, a JamFactory touring
exhibition, explored innovative and outstanding uses
of wood in contemporary Australian art, design and
architecture. Bringing together furniture and functional
objects, sculpture, and architectural works, WOOD
explored our ever-evolving relationship to wood
through the lenses of place and identity, sustainability
and ecology, craftsmanship and technology.
The exhibition featured work by a Australian artists,
designers and architects including Alexander
Lotersztain, ARM Architecture, Billy and Lulu
Cooley, Brian Hooper Architect & m3architecture,
Catherine Truman, Christina Waterson, Damien
Wright, Drew Heath, Duncan Meerding, Greer
Honeywill, Hossein Valamanesh, John Quan, John
Wardle, Jon Goulder, Khai Liew, Lionel Bawden,
Mance Design, March Studio, Marcus O’Reilly,
Paul Morgan, Peter Walker, Sherrie Knipe, Simon
Ancher, Tom Mirams, TreeHorn Design, Nawurapu
Wunungmurra, Gary Warner and Zeljko Markov.
The opening night was opened by Jam Factory
CEO and Wood curator, Brian Parkes with artists
Hossein Valamanesh, Damien Wright, Tom
Mirams, and Duncan Meerding in attendance.
Public programs included: Growth, Transformation
and Custodianship, a conversation with Gary Warner,
Lionel Bawden and Drew Heath with Object’s
Head of Programs Claire McCaughan; House &
Studio Tour, with Stephen Collier (Stephen Collier
Architects) and Stephen Goddard (Projecttwo); and
Open House at Peter Stutchbury’s Edge House,
and Drew Heath’s Tír na nÓg (House of Dreams).

Curator:
-- Brian Parks
-- Eliat Ritch
Partners:
-- Botanic Gardens of Adelaide
-- JamFactory
-- Projecttwo (Stephen Goddard)

Entropy by Sarah Canavan
11 December, 2014
UTS Interior and Spatial Design student Sarah
Canavan’s project, Entropy, was selected for Object’s
last exhibition at our gallery in Surry Hills. Canavan’s
ephemeral interactive installation marked the passing
of time by cracking into shards with guest’s footsteps.
Made with hundreds of beautifully stained blue tiles, the
one-night-only installation was an investigation into
the abstraction of time and how to embrace change.
By welcoming processes of ongoing transformation,
Canavan’s work concisely represented Object’s
journey toward our 50th anniversary in 2015.
Curators
-- Claire McCaughan, Head of Programs,
Object: Australian Design Centre
-- Su-wen Leong, Gallery & Events Coordinator,
Object: Australian Design Centre
Partner
-- UTS, Faculty of Design, Architecture and Building, Sarah Jamieson
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EXHIBITIONS IN
DEVELOPMENT
DURING 2014

Iris Van Herpen, Escapsim, 2014,
Copyright & courtesy the artist.

Australian Design Honours
The black book of Australia’s top designers
Recognising the leading lights of Australian designers,
thinkers, and makers, the Australian Design Honours
is a growing resource dedicated to promoting and
advocating for Australian design on the world stage.
Hand-picked by the Australian Design Centre and
saluting 50 years of outstanding Australian design, the
Australian Design Honours program will exist as both
an online showcase of designers work and a physical
exhibition showcase.
Representing four pillars of Australian design, each
creative activist, digital engager, spatial thinker, and
object maker nominated as an Honoree will become
a founding member of a unique community. The
honourees will continue to expand and lead the way
into the future of Australian design, with honorees
contributing annual nominations of their own ‘design
champions’ and ‘ones to watch’.
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Stratigrapic Manufactury by Unfold,
Image credit dezeen Magazine.

Shapeshifters

Future Nature

3D Printing Creatively Transforming Our World

The evolution will not be televised

Launching in late 2015 in collaboration with
Western Plains Cultural Centre, Shapeshifters:
3D Printing Creatively Transforming Our World
explores creative innovation made possible by
three dimensional (3D) printing, and showcases
work by artists and design practitioners that achieve
levels of expression never before possible.

In partnership with the Australian Museum, Future
Nature will explore possible futures posed by artists,
designers and architects inspired by biology and the
natural world. By examining the emergence of unreal
designs blurring the boundaries between scientific
discovery and artistic practice, Future Nature will map
the burgeoning intersections of art, science, and design.

Showcasing some of the most advanced developments
from all design spheres, Shapeshifters will unlock
the creative potential of 3D printing, igniting the
imagination of audiences across the nation. An
accumulative exhibition, Shapeshifters online
interactive platform will allow you to design and
print your own future, and to start imagining the
myriad opportunities available to creative practice.

An investigation exposing process and enquiry,
Future Nature looks at problems such as urban
food production, density, public health, Indigenous
approaches to nature, particularities of evolution on
the Australian continent, animal mimicry, symbiotic
systems and the ethics of technological innovation.

OBJECT 2014 ANNUAL REPORT
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Chris Bosse, Cloud City, 2013,
Image credit: Brett Boardman

CUSP: Designing into the Next Decade
CUSP: Designing into the Next Decade is a glimpse into
the future. It is a look at designers currently working
within the multifaceted Australian design landscape
who have the potential to effect lifestyle, learning and
cultural change in our lives over the next ten years.
From data to health, architecture to fashion, and in
many unexpected spaces in between, the 12 designers
are working on the ’cusp’ of thinking in their field.

OVERVIEW OF
TOURING 2014

2014 was an exciting and eventful year for
Object’s touring exhibitions that crisscrossed
the country to deliver some of the nation’s best
contemporary craft and design exhibitions to
regional and metropolitan venues across Australia.
The addition of three new exhibitions to the
program were CUSP: Designing into the Next
Decade, Resolved: Journeys in Australian
Design and Lola Greeno: Cultural Jewels.
During 2014 Object toured 4 exhibitions to 13 galleries
and museums across New South Wales, South
Australia, Queensland, and Tasmania. Three venues
were first time venues while many of the other venues
were long-term partners and recipients of our touring
programs. Highlights of this touring year were:
---
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Western Plains Cultural Centre hosted two of our
touring exhibitions at the same time, Hyperclay
and Resolved. An exciting first for this venue.
Due to the size of CUSP, JamFactory decided
to split the exhibition into two, with 2/3rds
at JamFactory Adelaide and the remainder
at their new venue at Seppeltsfield.

CUSP was imagined and developed as a 3 year
creative program, with 7 physical iterations around
Australia from early 2013 to late 2015. During
2014 CUSP toured to four venues with over
31,500 people visiting the first three venues.
In addition to the exhibition, which spotlights
some outcomes emblematic of each designer’s
practice, there will be ways for audiences to
directly engage and interact with the designers
and the ideas that guide their work.

Resolved: Journeys in Australian Design
Resolved: Journeys in Australian Design brings to life
the stories of some of the most compelling works from
12 designers from the highly acclaimed Workshopped
exhibitions held in Sydney over recent years.
The exhibition explores the inspiration and processes
of 12 contemporary Australian designers taking you on
the designer’s journey, allowing you to experience the
process and act of design. The exhibition explores the
many ways ‘success’ can be defined through creative
collaborations, sustainable design, contemporary
objects with traditional cultural expressions,
experimental use of material and manufacture, and
innovative application of emerging technology.
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Paul Wood, Guardians of a Goddess, 2011,
Copyright & courtesy the artist.

Hyperclay: Contemporary Ceramics

CUSP: Designing into the Next Decade

A provocative and engaging exhibition of work
by Australian artists using clay in unexpected and
surprising ways, HYPERCLAY: Contemporary Ceramics
highlights the versatility of this time-honoured material,
re-imagining its possibilities. HYPERCLAY profiles 8
artists at various stages in their careers whose current
practice is taking ceramics into bold new territories.
Whether printing with clay, transforming rejected
ceramic objects or playing at the intersection of the
digital and the handmade, the artists in HYPERCLAY
are forging new pathways in Australian ceramics.

-----

Hyperclay: Contemporary Ceramics
--

The exhibition tour will finish early 2015 after
touring for 3 years to 13 venues in 5 states. Over
56,000 visitors have seen this exhibition.

Living Treasures: Masters of Australian
Craft series Lola Greeno: Cultural Jewels
Lola Greeno: Cultural Jewels is the eighth in our Living
Treasures: Masters of Australian Craft series. Our first
Indigenous Living Treasure, Greeno is a shellworker
and artist from Tasmania. Her stunning work is highly
coveted by both public and private collectors alike.

-----

This popular exhibition will tour to 16 venues
across the country for 4 years – our longest and
most far reaching touring exhibition to date.

Gladstone Regional Art Gallery & Museum,
QLD 13 December 2013 – 15 March 2014
Noosa Regional Gallery, Tewantin
QLD 28 March – 11 May 2014
Cairns Regional Art Gallery, QLD
23 May – 22 June 2014
Queen Victoria Museum & Art Gallery,
Launceston TAS 9 August – 12 October 2014
Western Plains Cultural Centre, Dubbo NSW
8 November 2014 – 25 January 2015

Resolved: Journeys in Australian Design
--

This development of this exhibition was a collaboration
with the Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery in
Launceston, where the exhibition opened ahead of
its showing at Object Gallery. Lola Greeno: Cultural
Jewels is accompanied by a beautiful monograph
and digital content - with the monograph for the
first time also being published as an eBook.

JamFactory, Adelaide and Seppeltsfield SA
9 February – 26 April 2014
Western Plains Cultural Centre, Dubbo NSW
9 May – 3 August 2014
The Glasshouse, Port Macquarie, NSW
12 September – 12 October 2014
State Library of Queensland, Brisbane QLD
1 November 2014 – 14 February 2015

--

Blue Mountains Cultural Centre, Katoomba
NSW 25 July – 19 September 2014
Western Plains Cultural Centre, Dubbo NSW
8 November 2014 – 25 January 2015

Lola Greeno: Cultural Jewels
---

Queen Victoria Museum & Art Gallery,
Launceston TAS 14 June – 3 August 2014
Hawkesbury Regional Art Gallery, Windsor
NSW 17 October – 7 December 2014
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Image credit: Erika Raxworthy

Stephen Mushin conducting Design Emergency for
CUSP: Designing into the Next Decade,
Image credit: Brett Boardman

OVERVIEW OF
LEARNING
2014 saw Design Emergency reach children and
teachers in schools all over Australia as part of our
touring exhibitions. Highlights included working in
collaboration with partners such as the Department of
Education & Training, the State Library of Queensland,
Western Plains Cultural Centre (Dubbo) and The
Glasshouse (Port Macquarie), to look at new and
exciting ways to broaden Australia’s understanding
of how design can impact their everyday lives.
Our partnership with the Professional Leadership
and Learning Development Directorate, Department
of Education and Communities (DEC) focused on
sharing our Design Emergency program with teachers
across NSW. We focused on two projects, which
aimed to support teachers in syllabus outcomes
in both primary and secondary curriculums.
The first project concentrated on 3D printing and
involved multiple web conferencing sessions with
teachers. This project was complimented by our
exhibition program [Ctrl][P] Objects on Demand,
which included a 3D printing lab, an exhibition and a
pop-up shop that explored the What, Why and How
of 3D printing. The web-conferencing sessions with
teachers introduced 3D printing technology and
offered practical ways for utilising the technology in
the classroom. Object was able to unfold the mystery
around the technology to teachers and also facilitate
interaction between designers (Cinnamon Lee and
Andrew Simpson) and Design and Technology and
Visual Arts and Visual Design teachers across the state.
The second project focused on teacher professional
learning for primary teachers. Using Design Emergency,
this project involved working with a class and a
teacher in delivering this design thinking program.
In order to demonstrate and illustrate discrete
parts of the Design Emergency program, the DEC
filmed the participating class at Glebe Public School
over two days, which included designer Michael
Alvisse. This ongoing project and partnership with
the DEC will allow Design Emergency to become
more directly aligned to the National Curriculum
and will promote the program to teachers.

Following this activity, Object facilitated
focus groups with principals, teachers and
parents in order to uncover how the Design
Emergency program can better suit their needs
and extend the impact of the program.
Outside of Sydney, we are able to reach teachers
and schools across the country through our touring
exhibition CUSP: Designing into the Next Decade.
In June, alongside this exhibition we held a Design
Emergency with Western Plains Cultural Centre and
Dubbo Public School. Similarly, in August, with The
Glasshouse, we featured CUSP designers Stephen
Mushin and George Khut in a Design Emergency day
with St Josephs Public School. This intensive and
fun filled day revealed student solutions to improve
their school, not only for themselves, but also for the
local koalas, lizards and birds! When CUSP opened in
November at the State Library of Queensland, Object
was invited to participate in a two-day workshop with
over 100 students and teachers from Queensland.
This workshop involved building a model of Brisbane
in 2050, which created a hive of activity and revealed
the potential our future minds to think beyond what
is real and use design thinking to be innovative.
The highlight of the activities for Resolved; Journeys
in Australian Design in 2014 included designers
Matthew Conway and Bic Tieu travelling to Dubbo
to present fun and informative workshops based
on their practices. The later part of the year saw the
development of broader public programs for Resolved
audiences to engage with the exhibition and Australian
designers as it tours. Over 2014 standard evaluation
processes for documenting the delivery of Design
Emergency and capturing the stories that evolve as
exhibitions tour in the regional areas were developed.
Simultaneously the Education kits for Resolved and
the Lola Greeno: Cultural Jewels were developed and
made available as the exhibitions started to tour.
Our collaboration with the Idea Bombing Sydney and
Sydney Story Factory saw new audiences engage in
our exhibition space. The Sydney Story Factory is a
not-for-profit creative writing centre for young people.
Children participated in a lively and creative workshop
run by Richard Short from Sydney Story Factory.
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OVERVIEW OF DIGITAL
In 2014, Object’s digital activity grew with a focus
on delivering access to compelling video and audio
content produced for our creative programs and
public events to our growing online audience around
Australia. This content continues to help amplify
the voice of designers and open up new avenues
of expression. Object has also been working to
secure its digital future, conducting an evaluation of
our current digital framework and aligning with the
ongoing brand transformation project to see digital
play a pivotal role through 2020 and beyond.

and Kindle devices. Downloaded in more than 50
countries, the e-book version of the monograph has
exposed new audiences to the work of Lola Greeno.

Resolved: Journeys in Australian Design

Audiences come to the Object website for information
on exhibitions and events, to find rich content in the
form of video and audio content, to read articles and
reviews on the Object Eye blog, and to engage with
education materials in the Learning section. It’s our job
to make these things easy to find and easy to consume,
no matter the way that our audience visits our website.
A redevelopment project is now underway that
will see Object respond to the rapidly growing and
diversifying mobile device landscape, and adapt
for the increasing importance of content and
storytelling in the digital publishing landscape.

From the beginning of 2014, Object developed
digital collateral in support of Resolved, producing
a suite of 17 micro-documentaries exploring
pertinent industry topics and examining the practice,
processes, and inspiration of each of the designers.
The digital aspects of Resolved opened up the
designer’s journey, allowing our online audiences
to experience the process and act of design.
These videos revealed the artists’ visions and ideas
and explored the many ways to define ‘success’,
including creative collaborations, sustainable design,
experimental use of material and manufacture, and
innovative application of emerging technology.

Lola Greeno: Cultural Jewels
In support of the latest in our Living Treasures
series, Object produced 2 films documenting
Lola Greeno’s artistic practice and recorded
4 oral stories narrated by the artist.
Object also recorded the In Conversation talk
moderated by esteemed journalist and broadcaster
Caroline Baum with Lola Greeno and Lucy
Simpson, a young contemporary textile designer
and artist. Our online audience was able to
listen to our guests talk about the ways in which
indigenous cultural practice is shared and learned
across generations past, present and future.
The stunning Lola Greeno monograph was also
developed as a digital publication for iOS, Android
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Website evaluation
2014 saw steps taken towards the creation of a
new digital platform and framework for Object.
Responding to the needs of our online audience,
Object has begun the process of developing a new
website that will see us better placed for the future.

Work towards rebrand
Object’s digital aspirations will play a pivotal role in
our future as we continue to work through a brand
transformation project begun with Interbrand in
2014 and set our sights on 2020 and beyond.
Object recognises that digital is a key programming
channel alongside our new home on William
Street and our touring activity across Australia.
As the definition of what design is continues to
broaden, so to must our response and the scope
of our programs to keep up. Digital will become a
complementary force to our physical programs; not
just telling these stories, but growing, developing,
and evolving them into something new online.
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Image credit: Paula Perugini

Lola-Greeno opening event,
Image credit: Jamie Williams

Lola Greeno, Tunne Necklace, 2012, Image credit: John
Leeming and Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery.

Object Staff as of 2014
Director
Steven Pozel

OVERVIEW
OF STAFF,
BOARD AND
COMMITTEE’S

Board of Directors
Anthony Burke (Chair)
Abigail Thomas (Vice Chair)
Lisa Bora, Chris Bosse Damian
Borchok, Diana D’Ambra, Marianne
Foley, John Lydon, Barry McWilliams,
Peter Poulet, Oliver Smith
ADC Advisory Group
Mark Armstrong, Caroline Baum, Jill Bennet,
Suzanne Boccalatte, Lisa Cahill, Sacha
Coles, Cesar Cueva, Andy Dong, Kathy
Elliot, Merran Esson, Theresa Famularo,
Kiersten Fishburn, Stefanie Flaubert, Vince
Frost, Ross Gibson, Brandon Gien, Stephen
Goddard, Hank Haeusler, Janson Hews,
Frank Howarth, Joanne Jakovich, Jane
Jose, Ceinwen Kirk-Lennox, Margaret
Kirkwood, Russel Koskela, Paul McGillick,
Stephen Ormandy, Dean Ormston,
Caroline Pidcock, Emma Robertson,
Gerard Reinmuth, David Rohr, Jess Scully,
Raymond Scott, Bridget Smyth, Lauren Tan,
Maureen Thurston, Lawrence Wallen, Liz
Williamson, Terri Winter, Brian Zulaikha

Associate Director
Louise Ingram
Digital, Communications, Development and Strategy
Annalyse McLeod: Head of Strategy and Engagement
Dermot McGuire: Digital Media and Marketing Coordinator
Alex Porter-Hepworth: Stakeholder Engagement Coordinator
Creative Programs and Events
Claire McCaughan: Head of Programs
Sandra Brown: Touring Programs Coordinator
Cynthia Colli: Project Manager – Exhibitions & Programs
Su-wen Leong: Gallery and Events Coordinator
Danielle Robson: Creative Programs Manager
Rose Downie: Learning Coordinator
Finance and Operations
Meghan Hay: Financial Controller
Carrie Mulford: Executive Assistant & Special Projects Coordinator
Emma Thomson: Accounts Officer
Rhadi Bryant: Team Assistant
Install Crew in 2014
Nikolas Dolman, Justin Henderson,
Milly Hyde Robert Pulie
Interns during 2014
Rachel Ansell, Wesley Chiang, Tessa Curran
Former Object staff in 2014
Ross Colebatch: Digital Programs Producer
Pauline Doyle: Financial Controller
Sophie Harrington: Development &
Communications Coordinator
Elizabeth Lloyd: Accounts Coordinator
Annette Mauer: Head of Learning
Dani Maugeri: Gallery Assistant
Paula Perugini: Team Assistant
Zoe Wilesmith: Gallery Assistant
Additional Collaborators in 2014
City of Sydney, Courtesy of the Artist (COTA), FBi Radio, Kathryn
Hunyor, Idea Bombing Sydney, Kink Studio, Liane McGrath,
Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras, Surry Hills Festival, Sydney
Design 2014, Sydney Story Factory, TEDx Sydney, VIVID Festival
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Lola Greeno, Menna Necklace, 2013,
Image credit: John Leeming and Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery.
Back cover: Lola Greeno, Tunne Necklace, 2012,
Image credit: John Leeming and Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery.

